Heart of Midlothian (Hearts) and Hibernian (Hibs) Football Clubs are historic football rivals based in Edinburgh, Scotland. Both clubs have past and present connections to sectarian identities resulting in their rivalry often being reductively labelled "a mini Old Firm" (a mini Rangers v Celtic rivalry). This reductionism misunderstands the genuine ethno-religious (sectarian) connections of both Edinburgh clubs and overlooks other significant factors that underpin and sustain the rivalry in 21 st century Scotland. Hearts have British and military-related 'remembrance' signifiers and Hibs have Irish-Catholic signifiers and these do continue -under quite specific and sporadic conditions -to linger today. Yet both clubs also have additional aspects to their identities which underpin the rivalry and these relate to a failed take-over of Hibs by Hearts, to playing style, social class and geographical place. Utilising semistructured and unstructured interviews and observation, we conclude that the HeartsHibs rivalry has entered a post-sectarian period where lingering sectarian signifiers sometimes reveal themselves -often when the two clubs play the Glasgow clubs Celtic and Rangers -but where more often, largely overlooked elements constitute the rivalry to a greater extent for large sections of both respective groups of supporters.
Introduction
Heart of Midlothian (Hearts) and Hibernian (Hibs) Football Clubs are historic football rivals based in Edinburgh, Scotland. It has been customary to think of the rivalry between Hearts and Hibs as a less well-known and diluted imitation of the rivalry between Glasgow's socalled Old Firm of Celtic and Rangers with both rivalries being located within the context of sectarian identity politics. In fact, the early history of the two Edinburgh clubs reveals a considerably closer association with sectarianism than is to be found in the initial years of the Old Firm. In support of this claim, evidence is drawn here from Hibs' exclusively Catholic origins and from Hearts' militaristic connections at the time of the First World War. On the other hand, as we further demonstrate, the contemporary rivalry between Hearts and Hibs owes less to religious and ethnic division than to spatial factors, or at the very least to the imagining of place, and to perceptions centred on the comparable images of the two clubs, both on and off the field of play, not least in relation to social class. With specific reference to place, while Hearts supporters are eager to celebrate their club as 'the talk o' the toon (town)', one is increasingly obliged to consider which Edinburgh imaginary is implied in their famous old song and also what Hibs supporters' celebration of the city's district of Leith tell us about the current rivalry. Furthermore, while the Hearts-Hibs rivalry has entered a post-sectarian phase, sectarian elements do remain a feature of both clubs although these tend to manifest themselves when they are in opposition to one or other of Glasgow's Old Firm clubs for specific political and ethnic reasons. The article begins by providing an historical overview of both clubs, revealing some of these sectarian linkages. This enables us to consider any lingering sectarian identities in contextually sensitive ways before outlining some key factors which, despite being central to the rivalry, have been overlooked in previous accounts of the rivalry in favour of the "mini Old Firm" explanation. This involves discussing how playing style, social class and geographical place function as football rivalry markers of distinction in the (re)imaginings of supporters of both clubs. The article concludes by locating the rivalry in the 21 st century to consider the relevance of these previous identifiers in contemporary times.
Heart of Midlothian
Heart of Midlothian Football Club (Hearts) and its rivals Hibernian Football Club (Hibs) are two of the largest and most prestigious football clubs in Scotland. Based in the Scottish capital of Edinburgh, the two clubs arguably have the largest support bases in Scotland outside of the Glasgow giants Rangers and Celtic. 1 Both clubs were formed within a short time of one another. Hearts were formed in the autumn of 1873 with the club's first game occurring on December 27, 1873. 2 The official website suggests that Heart of Midlothian took its name from a local dance hall named after Walter Scott's 1818 novel and frequented by the club's founders. Hearts joined the Scottish league in 1875 and quickly established itself as a major club, winning its first trophy in 1878 against its eventual rivals Hibs in the final of the Edinburgh FA Cup. The club ended up at its present home in the west of the city in 1886 after a couple of previous moves and named the stadium Tynecastle in honour of the area in which the ground is located. 3 In addition to having strong links to the city of Edinburgh and its suburban location of 21 singing the racist 'Famine Song' 22 and aligning themselves with the British National Party. 23 There has also been a small number of high profile incidents in recent years when Scottish clubs with Irish-Catholic heritage (Celtic and Hibernian) play Hearts. 24 In
April 2005, at Hampden Park, the Scotland national stadium, a minute's silence for the death of Pope John Paul II was disrupted by Hearts supporters to such an extent that it was cut short by more than a half. 25 This was followed by a mixed reaction among Hearts supporters' spokespeople, with some refusing to condemn the supporters' actions. 26 These incidents led to media attention from around the world and bolstered the perception at least of Hearts supporters exhibiting sectarianism. 27 The Hearts supporters are also known for singing 'the Gorgie Boys' with the lyrics 'we're up to our knees in Fenian blood'. Although without adequate investigation, it is unwise to ascribe definite motives for these acts, it is reasonable to consider the possibility that they are linked to sectarianism, particularly issues surrounding unionist, loyalist, Protestant and British identity markers.
With regards to Hibs, the extent to which this club represents Catholic Irish-Scots in modern Scotland is unclear. While it is true that the club has officially sought to move beyond its Catholic and Irish heritage -a practice that gained momentum in the 1950s and 1960s during the chairmanship of Hibs' first non-Catholic shareholder and chairman freemason Harry Swan, 28 who considered changing the club name and colours and removed the Irish Harp logo from the entrance at Easter Road (during building works), the club's modern home 29 -there have been claims by some that some supporters of Hibs (as well as Hearts) still use sectarian songs and symbols in order to construct an imagined identity. 30 Despite lingering sectarian elements to the rivalry, however, the Edinburgh derby has additional key features that may not be so well known beyond the confines of Edinburgh and/or Scotland and it is to these that we now turn. Having seen in the previous section of the essay how the image of the two clubs in relation to the politics of identity has evolved over the years, an additional set of less well-known factors further serve to differentiate them. This section of our discussion addresses the playing styles and general image of the two football clubs, the influence of social class and, in particular, the significance of place. With reference to each of these considerations, we are dealing as much with the imagined as with the real.
Style, class and place

Style
The first of these factors consists of the playing styles and general image of the two clubs.
Hearts have tended to be regarded by the Scottish football public as 'dour' (an old Scottish word meaning 'severe, stern, or gloomy') but relatively efficient, perhaps reflecting their historic connections with Presbyterianism, Scotland's unique contribution to the Reformation.
Hibs, on the other hand, are seen, not least by their own fans, as far more committed to the aesthetics of the beautiful game than to simply winning -Cavaliers in contrast to Hearts as of Trainspotting is that it makes legible a deep and contextually "thick" version of the city … as a document of "reality"'. But is Welsh's version of Edinburgh and, more specifically, one particular district of the city, any more real than countless others?
Place 'Space and place', according to Tuan, 40 'are basic components of the lived world; we take them for granted'. That said, space is only natural in part for, as Lefebvre observes, 'social space contains a great diversity of objects, both natural and social, including the networks and pathways which facilitate the exchange of material things and information'. 41 Furthermore, 'vis-à-vis lived experience, space is neither a mere "frame", after the fashion of the frame of a painting, nor a form or container of a virtually neutral kind, designed simply to receive whatever is poured into it'. 42 It is in this sense, for example, that 'the city is a place, a centre of meaning, par excellence' 43 -a symbol in itself and also the location of numerous highly visible symbols. Not surprisingly, therefore, social spaces such as cities are hugely important in the construction and reproduction of memories and identities. In addition, within those social spaces, sporting sites and sights perform an important role in identity formation and consolidation not least as repositories of collective memories. 44 The analysis of social space, Lefebvre argues, involves levels, layers and sedimentations of perception, representation, and spatial practice which presuppose one another, which proffer themselves to one another, and which are superimposed upon one another. The obvious implication here is that Hearts and its supporters are seen by this fan as the established group while Hibs and its supporters are seen as outsiders as a result of 'coming from Leith', 'having an Irish connection', and 'not being formed in Edinburgh' for Edinburgh people.
According to David Speed:
There is a big family tradition at Tynecastle. Hearts supporters regard it as 'Edinburgh's club', 'Edina's darlings'. I notice that Hibs have put Edinburgh on their badge because they struggle for identity, as far as I am concerned, as an Edinburgh club. We consider ourselves to be the city's club. When they put Edinburgh on their badge, I thought, 'well, that's a wee bit petty.' I'll come right to the point here, we consider ourselves the superior club and it's supported by the fact that we have won more honours'.
In fact Hearts even went on an unbeaten run of 22 derby matches beginning in the late 1980s.
'So we do consider ourselves to be a wee bit special', continues Speed. 'We do see the Hearts as a cut above the rest. I can imagine every Hibs fan cringing at me saying that, but that's how we feel. We are Edinburgh's club and the number one club in the city'. In recent years, however, as songs referring to Ireland have become less prominent among Hibs supporters, the latter fans have adopted the Proclaimers' paean to Leith which makes no direct reference to football in general or to Hibs in particular and concludes:
While the Chief, puts sunshine on Leith I'll thank Him for His work And your birth and my birth.
In these ways, the two clubs are imagined by their fans -one an Edinburgh club, the other a There is no doubt that 'Welsh's characters have an influential role in the portrayal of the city'. 56 The danger is, however, that a false binary emerges through the construction of two distinct places. Edinburgh is more complex than that.
The Welsh approach might seem like an elaboration on one of the most celebrated attempts to conceptualise the importance of dualism in Scottish political and cultural lifeGregory Smith's idea of 'the Caledonian antisyzygy'. According to Smith: perhaps in the very combination of opposites -what either of the two St Thomases, of Norwich and Cromarty, might have been willing to call 'the Caledonian antisyzygy' -we have a reflection of the contrasts which the Scot shows at every turn, in his (sic) political and ecclesiastical history, in his polemical restlessness, in his adaptability, which is another way of saying that he has made allowance for new conditions, in his practical judgement, which is his admission that two sides of the matter have been considered. It is likely that supporting Hibs as opposed to Hearts, does bring with it a somewhat more bohemian image. However, the Hearts support is less middle-class than some might imagine just as support for Hibs is less proletarian than popular mythmaking, and Irvine Welsh, might suggest. The most interesting factor in the contemporary differentiation of the two clubs is, therefore, the relationship with place. Hearts supporters come from various parts of Edinburgh and beyond. So too do Hibs supporters. The clubs' imagined communities, however, are Edinburgh (Hearts) and Leith (Hibs) even though a full understanding of the clubs' rivalry demands a more nuanced approach.
21st century rivals
While there remain very occasional signifiers of sectarianism visible in the rivalry between both clubs in the 21st century, the central elements of the rivalry are almost absent of sectarian intent. Two important points are worth noting that contextualize the current status of the rivalry. First, it could be argued that the Edinburgh derby is more intense in this postsectarian period than it ever was. This, we argue, is largely due to the ill-feeling that the failed takeover bid in 1991 continues to evoke. This involved Hearts attempting to take Hibs over while presenting it as a merger. The event planted the seeds of discontent among the Hibs supporters to such an extent that it remains one of the most divisive elements in the history of the rivalry. 59 
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